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NOTE ON DEDUCED PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

R. VON MISES 

In this Bulletin, December, 1936, A. H. Copeland* resumed the 
study of the problem first suggested by H. Poincaré: How can the 
fact of uniform probability distribution, which we meet so frequently 
in different games of chance, be explained? Recently E. Hopf devoted 
a profound essay f to this question and he has just published a short 
noteî dealing with his principal results. I want to contribute a quite 
simple remark which seems to show how far the results are inde
pendent of the particular form of dynamical equations. 

We assume that there exists a density function f(x) for the one-
dimensional variable x, such that Jj(x)dx denotes the probability 
that the value of x falls in the interval (a, b) and J_J{oc)dx = \. If 
between x and y there is established a one-to-one correspondence 

(1) y = y(x), x = x(y), 

the given density function f(x) leads to a new density function g (y) 
defined by 

dx 
(2) g{y) = ƒ(*) - • 

ay 
The integral fag(y)dy gives, of course, the probability that y belongs 
to the interval (a, b) and f_„g(y)dy = l. 

Now we suppose y to be an "angular" variable, that is, instead of 
y we consider the new variable : 

(3) i? = y ~ H , 0£v< 1, 

and try to determine the probability distribution 0(77) of rj. Evidently, 
if v is a positive or negative integer, the probability density of rj is 
given by 

/dx\ 
(4) <t>(v) = 1 ^ + ") = £/(*. ) ( - ) ; xP = «o, + v). 
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